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Hockenheim , 31.07.2016, 19:47 Time

USPA NEWS - Home victory for the Mercedes-Benz Silver Arrows on eventful afternoon at Hockenheim. Lewis today took his 49th
career victory ““ his second at the Hockenheim Circuit and 6th of the 2016 season so far. Nico fought back from a slow start to reach
P2 before a five second penalty dropped him back to P4

Lewis Hamilton -

What a day! Just awesome! I wasn´t expecting to be as strong as I was today. I had a great start. We have been working really hard to
get off the line faster and more consistently and that hard work has clearly paid off. A big thanks also to the guys in the garage, I´m
glad they get a well-earned break now as they really deserve it. I´m super happy with today ““ especially after yesterday. When I
personally fail, knowing from 23 years of experience that I could definitely have done better, 

I really kick myself. Today, I have the opposite feeling. I delivered the way I´m supposed to. I know that I had the pace, I worked the
tyres just right and I was never under threat from the guys behind. No mistakes this time either, so I´m very happy with that. It´s
awesome to go into the break on such a high. I was 43 points behind at one stage, so to keep working on the gap turn it around like
that is great. Lastly, I just want to say a big thank you to the fans. So many of them have turned up here in Germany and they´ve been
so supportive. That positive energy really drives me on, so a big thank you once again to them and I hope they have a great holiday.
I´m definitely going to!

Nico Rosberg -

It was a difficult and disappointing day for me. I had a lot of wheel spin at the start. That was strange, because my start during the
formation lap was good. That cost me the lead and then the next two places as well, which meant it was always going to be a difficult
race from there. I was happy to fight back to P2 after a tough battle with Max and was very surprised that I got penalised.

We also lost a lot of time in the pits, so a lot of things went wrong today. But that didn´t count really at the end. The penalty made it
impossible beat the Red Bulls. In general, I didn´t feel as comfortable in the car as I have done in the past ““ especially with the rear
tyres. I had some problems with them today, so I need to get my head down and find out with my engineers what went wrong. I look
forward to the summer break now and want to come back stronger. I hope everybody in the team can charge the batteries. It's very
well-deserved.

Toto Wolff, Head of Mercedes-Benz Motorsport -

First of all, what a fantastic drive from Lewis and a great feeling to win the German Grand Prix once again with Mercedes. This has
been a very special weekend for the team and Lewis delivered a pretty perfect drive today: great start, great speed, great
management. He´s gone from a big deficit to now leading the championship, so it´s been a very good streak. We have seen these
waves of momentum in both directions and he is riding the crest right now. 

But as well as the sweet part of the afternoon, for Nico it was more bitter. The start didn´t go well for him with big wheel spin but then
he struggled for pace in the race, too. There were two big talking points. First the penalty. I think you will find lots of opinions but what
we really look for is consistency in the decision making. Sometimes you see cars battling and there is no consequence, other times
penalties are handed out. Today´s felt tough because I think the fans want to see hard racing ““ and that´s what it was. Then there was
the pit stop to serve the penalty. In such a high-tech sport, we don´t often have to use a stop watch in a manual process.

Today, it didn´t start, so we had to take the safe option to make sure Nico observed the right amount of time. Sometimes these things
happen. Overall, I think we can be very pleased with our first part of the year. 11 wins from 12 is a nice statistic to take into the
summer break ““ but we know that our rivals are continuing to improve, too. We will take the break, recharge the batteries and come
back with fresh energy in Spa.



Paddy Lowe, Executive Director (Technical) -

First, huge congratulations to Lewis and the team for a great victory at our home race here in Germany in front of our very supportive
colleagues from Mercedes-Benz. It was enormously important to us to do a great job here, representing the 280,000 Mercedes
employees worldwide. Lewis managed the race faultlessly from start to finish ““ delivering pace when necessary and saving the tyres
when required. The pit crew, too, did a great job on all three of his stops, allowing him to maintain the gap he had worked hard to build
to those behind. For Nico, it was a less straightforward afternoon.

His clutch was over-engaged at the start, leading to excessive wheel spin and an instant drop to P4. That gave us some work to do to
get him back up to second ““ which we managed through a combination of a good strategy and some bold overtaking on Nico´s part.
Unfortunately, he was then given a five second penalty for the latter ““ which dropped him back once more. We did lose some time in
the box as we took more safety margin than was required. 

But, as it turned out, this didn´t affect the result. It became clear quite soon into the final stint that we didn´t have the pace to
compensate for the penalty. We were hoping that, with no soft tyres remaining, we would manage to catch and pass the Red Bulls at
the end once they ran out of rubber on the super soft - but to their credit they managed it very well, so all respect to them. As they say
in motorsport, you´re only as good as your last race ““ so it´s good to have something to savour over the next month, as that´s
something we hadn´t managed in either of the previous two seasons. A very nice way to pick up the holidays, which will provide
everyone with a very well-earned break 
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